Disney hits: Brother __, Atlantis, Lilo and Stitch
Winnie the __ and his adventures in the Hundred Acre Wood
The biggest animated movie of 1942
Elephants with big ears can be important too
Featuring the voices of Eddie Murphy and Mike Myers
__ and the Beast, with Lumiere and Cogsworth
A mammoth and saber-toothed tiger return a human child
Based on Edgar Rice Burroughs’ character
On a magic carpet ride through Agrabah
Japanese animation: __, Digimon and Yu-Gi-Oh
Big screen Nickelodeon: __, SpongeBob, and Jimmy Neutron
An __ Tail: an immigrant mouse’s adventures in a new country
Prehistoric story with computer animation and live backgrounds
Disney animation with wild imagery set to classical music
The top grossing animated movie of all time, until Finding Nemo
__ Inc., Pixar’s hit with Mike and Sulley
Series featuring the voices of Tim Allen and Tom Hanks
Along with Antz, two animated insect movies from two studios
A boy teaches a huge robot the value of peace: The ___
Jack the Pumpkin King reigns: The ___ Before Christmas
Classic story of the boy with a growing nose
Dreamworks’ underwater adventure for late 2004
First full-length animated film ever: __ __ and the Seven Dwarfs
Fowl movie with stop-motion clay animation and Mel Gibson
Don’t be late for the ball, and bring your glass slippers
Featuring Baloo and the "Bare Necessities"
Adventures with clownfish
Pixar’s next movie after Finding Nemo: The ___